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Finding the balance:
human touch versus high tech
Millennials and the future of the hotel and restaurant sector
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and allow the humans to over deliver and make people smile.
Lennert de Jong, CitizenM
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Foreword
Hotels and restaurants are increasingly expected to deliver a new
and different experience; one that leaves a lasting memory,
distinguishes them from their competitors and embraces not just
technology, but the future.
And what is that future? Here come the millennials. A generation of digital natives with
significant spending power. In fact, millennials already account for 28% of revenues for hotels
and 29% for restaurants, according to our research.
This generation is clearly having an impact on the sector. However, our survey of over 5,000
millennials in 18 countries, contrasted with the views of over 170 leaders in the hotel and
restaurant sector, dispels several myths and stereotypes. It’s clear, for example, that there is no
typical millennial. Life stage and geographic location heavily impact their choices. And they do
not always value high tech over the human touch. At least in the world of hotels and
restaurants, experience trumps technology.
So how do hotels and restaurants respond? How do they invest in a future driven by the most
tech-savvy generation to reach adulthood yet? How do they create efficiencies to solve pinch
points in the businesses without alienating the very market they’re trying to attract?
For example, our research suggests that hotels and restaurants overestimate the value
millennials place on automated processes using apps and tablets. This generation still wants to
place a food order or check out with a real person. 78% say they prefer the human touch
throughout their whole dining experience. Robots beware.
Tech does have an influence though. Hotels are estimated to be investing over 9% of annual
revenue on technology, equivalent to USD 1 trillion. The most popular hotel tech are high-speed
WiFi, an app for hotel services, music streaming and an in-room tablet for room controls. In
restaurants, the most popular facilities are the ability to order food and drinks before arriving,
paying via an app and ordering food electronically at the venue. But globally only 16% thought
3D virtual entertainment would improve their dining experience. By contrast, 28% of restaurants
expect to implement 3D virtual entertainment in their restaurants within the next 24 months.
These are just a few of the surprising findings of our research. Combined with our own insight,
we also share the latest thinking from several high profile industry figures who have plenty to
say on this subject. We hope you enjoy reading their views and the report and look forward to
discussing it with you in more detail.

Thomas Page
Partner, Head of Hotels & Leisure
TT +44 20 7367 3046
EE tom.page@cms-cmno.com
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David Roberts
Partner, Head of Leisure, UK
TT +44 20 7067 3537
EE david.roberts@cms-cmno.com
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The millennial profile

Global millennial themes and differences
Europe
—— Highest proportion live with a partner
—— Over half are working full-time

There is no typical millennial. With an age range of 18–35, a millennial
might be studying whilst living in their family home, or have their own
home and their own children. One constant is familiarity with technology
and the ability to use it seamlessly to run their lives, at whatever stage
they may be.
The infographic highlights some interesting features of our millennial survey base. This helps inform
our analysis.

—— Spends around a quarter of their income on holidays and in
restaurants and bars
—— 2.4 weeks away on leisure holidays per year

Middle East
—— The majority live with parents or with a partner
—— Nearly two-thirds are working full-time
—— Spends 11% of their income on holidays and 16% on
restaurants and bars
—— 2.8 weeks away on leisure holidays per year

40% live at home
with parents.*

54% of millennial
respondents work full time.

20% live with partner
and no children.
Asia-Pacific

MM

—— Nearly two-thirds are working full-time
—— Most are working full-time and most likely to be saving money

Those most likely to live
with a partner and children
are in Brazil.
*

A global average of 2.5
weeks on holiday in the
last year.

53% balance income and
expenses while 31% save money.

—— Spends around a third of their income on holidays and in
restaurants and bars
—— 2.4 weeks away on leisure holidays per year

India – most likely at 72%
Germany – least likely at 21%

As the majority of millennials either live with their parents or as part of a couple with no children, hotel
operators looking to target this market should focus less on family-style accommodation and more on
romantic getaways or rooms aimed at travellling friends.

Americas
—— Highest proportion living with partner and children

With the largest proportion of millennials balancing income and expenses (53%), value for money will
be a key consideration for planning leisure time. Supported by digital media, millennials are on the
constant look out for attractive offers, membership and deals.

—— Less than half work full-time; also least likely to be saving money
—— Spends around a quarter of their income on holidays and in
restaurants and bars
—— 1.8 weeks away on leisure holidays per year
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Hotels:
Reclaiming the customer journey
There are lots of disruptors in the hospitality sector today. Businesses are
aiming to control as much of the customer journey as they can to deliver
consistency and meet the expectations of their guests. The role of technology
is expected to play an even more significant role in the next five years,
according to 80% of hotelier respondents.
Companies are now investing 9% of their annual revenue in technology to improve customer experience
and compete with online disruptors. This amounts to an estimated investment of over USD 1 billion.
69% of hoteliers believe that implementing new in-room technology is particularly important when building
future hotels and almost half agree that the biggest challenge is training staff to use the technology.
Figure 1: Challenges for hoteliers when implementing new technology
Q. Which of the following do you feel are particularly challenging for the hotel industry when implementing
new technology to improve the customer experience?
48%

Training staff
Replacing legacy systems in the hotel (e.g. climate control)

44%

Retaining talent

41%
34%

Finding technology solutions to fit within the existing infrastructure

33%

Level of investment required

33%

Using social media effectively

29%

Difficulty prioritising between front end and back-end systems

28%

Understanding what technology is most valuable to customers

27%

Competition

26%

Finding the right technology partner

24%

Utilising big data

18%

Sourcing investment

15%
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Piloting of systems
2%

Other

2%

There are no challenges

9

From our business respondents, 8 in 10 claim that technology has proven disruptive to their business model
over the last 12 months, with website comparison sites (40%) and online travel agents (39%) considered to
have been particularly disruptive. Despite this, overall, booking through a hotel’s own website is still the
preferred option for millennials in most countries.
All this disruption is not eating into the hoteliers segment of the millennial market. Millennials intend to stay
in hotels more in the next 12 months than they have in the last year – an increase of 5% year on year.
The more astute hotel operators are thinking about Instagram and other social media sites making their décor
attractive not just to their millennial guests taking the pictures, but also their followers.
In a similar vein, web reviews are holding ever greater sway in booking preferences, so online booking is pushing
up industry standards. The industry is fighting back with hoteliers creating loyalty programmes and their own
apps. Operators are also spending more on the booking pages on their websites, viewing them as a way to sell
their brand with additional offers and services during guest stays.
Figure 2: Hoteliers rate the biggest disruptors to their business
Q. Which of the following technologies do you feel have been particularly disruptive to your business model
over the last 12 months?
45%

Online travel agent (e.g. Booking.com, Expedia)
40%

Website comparison and meta-search (e.g. Trivago, Tripadvisor)

39%

Online marketplace (e.g. Airbnb)

34%

Social media reviews/commentary
26%

Food delivery apps (e.g. Deliveroo)

23%
19%

Ridesharing (e.g. Uber)
Nothing has been disruptive

We are moving towards being an IT and tech company
rather than just a bricks and mortar company.
Lennert de Jong, CitizenM

We are expanding not just in bricks and mortar but in the rest of the
business. Competition is healthy so we do not aim to cut out the disruptors,
but improve on what they are doing so we remain the best.
Anvar Sagdullaev, AccorHotels
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The rise of hoteltech

Figure3: Hoteltech valued by millennials and its prevalence in hotels
66%
70%

High-speed WiFi
23%
49%
35%

While online reviews and websites create expectation, the moment a guest
arrives, it is all about the experience – enjoyment translates into loyalty and
positive word of mouth.

Climate control
20%

49%
59

App for hotel services

%

34%
40%
42%

Multiple USB charging points
21%

Many hotel brands are recognising that in-room technology is appealing to millennials as a way of making
stays more personalised and convenient. Guests increasingly see their smartphones as a way of linking to a
hotel’s ‘concierge for a digital age’ and they want to use their own smartphone apps in their rooms and
shared spaces.
A growing number of hotels, including Radisson RED and Hyatt Centric, are already alive to this and offer
guests the ability to stream their Netflix onto their room’s television. Others such as Hilton and Hotel EMC2
enable control of lighting and thermostats remotely via their app. Some hotels have even added an
Amazon Echo unit so that guests can stream music, check the weather and search for local things to do via
voice command.
The world is also becoming more health conscious and fitness focused. More than a quarter of millennial
travellers factor ‘natural and healthy’ as important in their holiday choices. Hilton is one company that has
already embraced this by creating the Five Feet to Fitness room concept. Five Feet to Fitness is available in
nine locations so far and enables guests to exercise in the privacy of their room. A computer kiosk provides
over 200 bespoke, guided exercise tutorials and over 25 classes as well as 11 different fitness equipment
and accessory options.

37%
34%

Hoteliers:
Q. Which of the following technologies
have you introduced into your hotel
rooms in the last 12 months?
Q. Which of the following technologies
do you plan to introduce to your hotel
rooms in the next 12 months?

35%
21%
23%

In-room tablet for room controls

29%
37

Personal device connectivity

%

18%
27%
27%
18%

Wireless device charging

26%
23%
26%

App on your personal device for room controls

It’s not just about the technology or having access to your favorite streaming platform
in your room. It’s much bigger than that. It’s about feeling like your guestroom was
created just for you – like it’s a home away from home, a place you want to come back to
over and over.
					

Music streaming
20%

Millennials:
Q. Which in-room technology would
appeal to you when staying in a hotel for
a leisure holiday?

Jonathan W Witter, Chief Customer Officer, Hilton

22%
20%
12%

Apps to pay the bill rather than in person

20%
16%
18%

Voice-based in-room technologies (e.g. Alexa, Siri and Google Assistant)

20%
22%
19%

Automated room service delivery

20%
23%
23%

Digital door key through a mobile device

18%
29

Health & fitness functions (e.g. sleep pattern monitoring)

%

18%
It seems that getting the basics of technology in hotels right should be the priority and that more advanced
technologies are not as essential. 89% of millennials say their personal devices should be easily connected
to in-room technology and 92% expect there to be free high-speed WiFi in their rooms. Climate control
and apps for hotel services also featured highly and 63% of millennials would happily forfeit some room
space for a high-tech room with features such as NEST technology. In contrast, only 20% of millennials
would like to see voice-based in-room technologies in hotel rooms like Alexa, Siri, Google Assistant and
only 20% want digital door keys through a mobile device.
In some respects, hoteliers seem to be on the right track. 70% have introduced high-speed WiFi over the
last 12 months, and 59% have introduced apps for hotel services. However in several areas they appear to
have misjudged millennial demand for certain features. So far, only 35% have introduced climate control
technologies. 23% have introduced digital interactive screens, with a further 20% planning to do so in the
next 12 months, despite only 18% of millennials ranking this as a particularly desirable feature. A similar
pattern emerges for other high-tech features like automated room service delivery and digital door keys
through a mobile device.

18%
23%
20%
17%
18%
16%

On demand video

16%
12%
%
18

Video doorbell

3%
3%
2%

Other

3%
4%
10%

None

Appealing to millennials
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Digital interaction screens

Introduced in the last 12 months

Planned in the next 12 months
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CitizenM
Lennert de Jong, Chief Commercial Officer,
CitizenM

CitizenM, the hotel owner and operator is on a unique journey. They have created
their own niche in the market and have ambitious expansion plans. They’ve been
around for 10 years and operate 12 hotels.
With almost 3000 hotel rooms,
CitizenM still considers itself a
start-up. The success of the
portfolio, which started with two
hotels in Amsterdam, has allowed
the company to steadily build the
portfolio and skill up the business.
CitizenM has big plans. Six hotels
will be opened in the next 12
months in New York, Copenhagen,
Shanghai, Kuala Lumpur, Zurich
and Geneva and there are 17 deals
in the pipeline. By 2020, they aim
to have 30-35 hotels with a total
of 10,000 rooms.
So who is the CitizenM that the
business caters for?
‘We target a specific group of
people – mobile citizens. A mobile
citizen, who we named our brand
after, is an international customer,
a frequent traveller, they jump on a
plane like most people jump on a
bus. They are contemporary not old
fashioned, they like smart solutions,
they like technology and modern
design that is comfortable but not
pretentious. Someone who doesn’t
like to wait for check-in, doesn’t
accept bad quality, poor service
and wants quality showers.
We buy land and construct a clever
hotel in AAA locations. From
Amsterdam to London from New
York to Paris. We looked at the
frustrations of the frequent traveller
and solved them with technology.
Our hotels are competitively priced
because we are able to put more
rooms in a building and centralise

non-hospitality items in one office
rather than many so we don’t have
the overheads of a local hotel.
We’ve given all our space to our
customers – big living rooms, 24-hr
bars, our rooms are small but very
comfortable and full of technology.’
Technology is a fact of life today.
We use it at home, work and play
and businesses need to keep
ahead of the curve. At CitizenM
technological innovation is in
our DNA.

I think it is key to
understand what a human
can deliver and what a
machine can deliver. What
we really need to do is focus
on technology that enables
our humans to become more
human in their service. Have
the machines do the bits they
are good at and allow the
humans to over deliver and
make people smile.

CitizenM is focusing on how
technology can shape and enhance
the whole customer journey. Just
one example is the placement of
iPads in every hotel room to
control all aspects of it; from the
temperature and the TV to the
blackout curtains and colour.

They are anticipating what lies
ahead, whether it is the use of
wearable devices, augmented
reality in glasses or additional
uses for mobile phones.
‘I look at new apps, new
functionality in iOS or an Android
and accept that this is the new
norm. Other businesses are going
to implement these changes and
you should not wonder if you have
to do this. You do have to do this.
Keeping up with consumer
expectations is very important to us
and our business.
As an owner/operator no one else
is doing what we do. We have the
ability to quickly respond to market
changes. We are moving towards
being an IT and tech company
rather than just a bricks and mortar
company. It all comes back to
owning the customer journey.
It allows us to be in control of
that journey.’
And what about the future for the
hospitality industry?
‘I think it is key to understand what
a human can deliver and what a
machine can deliver. What we really
need to do is focus on technology
that enables our humans to
become more human in their
service. Have the machines do the
bits they are good at and allow the
humans to over deliver and make
people smile.’
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Business or pleasure

co-working spaces with playful artwork, comfortable chairs and tables which can sometimes spill into
bar and restaurant areas, reflecting millennial preferences towards spaces that have fewer ‘barriers’
between uses.
Figure 5: Important features when choosing accommodation

We might expect to see significant differences in the expectations, needs and
wants of those travelling for leisure compared to those travelling for business.
Whilst there are differences, they are not as significant as one might expect.

Q. Which of the following are particularly important for you when choosing accommodation for your leisure
holidays?
Q. Which of the following are particularly important for you when choosing accommodation for your
business trips?
77%

Cost

53%
Comfort, convenience and interaction with helpful staff continue to be important to business travellers.
Often, it is the fastest way to get the information that is really needed. Many organisations are looking
to automate some of the frequently asked questions and ‘pinch points’ in a customer’s journey, but our
survey shows that our millennial business travellers prefer to do this in person or via a telephone call.
Will this change over the next five years?

Business trips

74%

Location

58%

47%
41%

Figure 4: Preferences for business travellers

Leisure holidays

Quality of service

Q. How would you prefer to do the following when staying at a hotel for business?
35%

Guest reviews

23%
13

%

20%
42%
26

%

19%

24

Ask for recommendations

26%

33%

17%

Use in-room technology

8%

9%
33%

24%

19%

Ask for directions

12%

29%

28%
28%
Request being picked up/driven
In person

27%

%

18%

Pay bill

36%

38%

41%

28%

12%

13

%

42%
Order room service
Telephone call

37%
Request a wake-up call
Phone app

Website

Cost and location are the two most important criteria when choosing both a holiday and business trip
accommodation. However, the difference is marked:

32%
28%

Food and beverage facilities

29%
24%

Size of room

24%
18%

Leisure facilities

24%
18%

Decor/look

23%
16%

Room view

13%
22%

8%
13%

Latest technology in room

Automation of services

—— Cost: important to 77% of holiday makers but only 53% of business travellers
—— Location of hotel: important to 74% of holiday makers, but only 58% of business travellers
It’s a different story for in-room technology. 22% of business travellers were concerned about the in-room
technology available to them compared to only 13% of holidaymakers. Technology is clearly more
important to business travellers who need to remain productive and efficient while working remotely.
As a means of providing technology for business stays, without adding significantly to the cost, hoteliers
are increasingly offering workspace with plugs and free WiFi in their lobbies. Some of these areas resemble
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8%
10%

Sustainability credentials

5%
10%

Other
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Hilton
Jonathan W Witter, Chief Customer Officer,
Hilton

Looking out at the next five years, there’s no question that technology is going to
continue to have a big impact on every industry, including hospitality. While it’s
easy to look at the growing use of mobile apps or to talk about the increasing
investment in technology platforms, I think there’s a lot more to this story.
Guests are already starting to expect
technology to be integrated into
their stays in ways it has never been
before, and I believe that a deep
integration of the physical and
digital worlds will be a huge driver
for our business in the coming years.
At Hilton, we’re already bringing this
‘phygital’ approach to hospitality to
life and there’s a deep focus on how
technology can be incorporated to
enhance and personalise the full
guest experience.
Our new Connected Room platform
is a perfect example of how we’re
embedding digital technology into
the real world, on-property
experience. With Connected Room,
guests can personalise every aspect
of their stay from the palm of their
hand – including their streaming
preferences, lighting and
temperature, and even the artwork
on their guestroom walls. But it’s not
just about the technology or having
access to your favorite streaming
platform in your room. It’s much
bigger than that. It’s about feeling
like your guestroom was created just
for you – like it’s a home away from
home, a place you want to come
back to over and over.
How are you integrating
technology into the customer
experience?
The way I see it, the race is long –
it’s a marathon, not a sprint. I don’t
think there’s a company out there
that doesn’t understand the need to
invest in technology and to integrate

it in a way that enhances what
they’re already doing. The bigger
question is who are the pretenders,
and who are the contenders? We can
all talk about the latest product or
technology we’ve launched, but it’s
much more important to have a
steady stream of innovation
powering every area of the business.
At Hilton, we’re deeply focused on
what we call our innovation factory.
We’re building structures and data
capabilities that will allow us to be
more nimble and flexible, and we’re
integrating those into every area
of our business so we can truly
deliver for our guests today and
in the future.
How are you futureproofing your
business and preparing for
cultural & generational demands?
From my experience, the best way to
futureproof a business is to build
flexibility deep into its operations.
No one can predict exactly where
the world is going to be in five
years. We’re focused on building the
structure and data capabilities that
will allow us to respond nimbly and
quickly when that potential demand
starts to become more of a reality.
And it’s hard to be surprised by
changing demands if you’re listening
as much as we are. In just one year,
we welcome more than 160 million
guests to our 5,300 Hilton properties
around the world. That equates to
hundreds of thousands of guests
every single day. Each of those
guests has the opportunity to share

Guests are already
starting to expect
technology to be integrated
into their stays in ways it has
never been before, and I
believe that a deep
integration of the physical
and digital worlds will be a
huge driver for our business
in the coming years.

feedback at any time before, during
or after their stay – and as a business
that’s all about people serving
people, we care deeply about
hearing and responding to what our
people tell us.
How is the hotel industry going
to change in the next five years?
It’s a really interesting time to be in
the hospitality industry and I expect
the next five years will bring a lot of
positive changes to our business. As
part of the ‘phygital’ phenomenon,
hotels will continue to become more
and more dynamic.
I think we’re going to see guests
prioritising design in a way they
never have before. For a long time,
most guests have looked to hotels
from a purely functional standpoint,
focusing almost solely on things like
location, comfort and price. While
those elements will always be critical
for our guests, we’re seeing guests
place an increasing emphasis on the
overall design ethos when they
choose where to stay.
More broadly speaking, over the last
few years we’ve seen consumers
across all industries shift their
purchasing power to companies that
align with their beliefs. People want
to do business with companies that
stand for something, and that’s not
a shift I see slowing down anytime
soon.
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AccorHotels
Anvar Sagdullaev, Digital Services Network and Systems Manager,
AccorHotels

AccorHotels opens a new hotel every 36 hours somewhere in the world. With
4,500 hotels in 100 countries covered by 25 different brands, everyone is a
potential customer – from millennials, holiday makers and business people to city
breakers, backpackers and staycationers.
How do AccorHotels stay ahead
of the competition? Anvar
Sagdullaev, Head of Digital Services
Network and Systems Manager,
explained that technology is key.
‘In the hospitality industry everyone
is expecting more and more every
day; people carry at least four or
five electronic devices so we have
to ensure we are technologically
savvy. Historically we’ve always
tried to be the first to employ new
technologies in our business and
we have test hotels where we trial
everything.’
AccorHotels was the first to roll out
fibre optic lines in all hotels and the
first brand to give free premium
WiFi in the UK. In return for this
service you see happy customers
and that means repeat business.
The business invests in
understanding the latest
technologies and innovations and
how they will help to improve the
service to, and experience for, their
customers. They constantly
exchange ideas, showcase new
tech concepts and test innovation
in their test hotels.
The hospitality business is
notoriously competitive and has
become even more so in the last
few years with all the new
disruptors in the market from
Airbnb to boutique themed hotels.
How is Accor responding to this?

‘We have found they are not
affecting our business perhaps as
much as others as we have 25
diverse brands. We have a similar
concept to Airbnb called
onefinestay. This is Airbnb for the
luxury end of the market. We have
prestigious houses in prime
locations across big cities in the
world and we can bring our service
expertise to our guests to make it
special for them.’

We have also launched
Jo & Joe, a millennial-focused
hybrid brand that blends the
best of private-rental, hostel
and hotel formats.

We also have non-traditional
concepts such as Mama Shelter,
which caters for groups of friends.
These hotels have large open areas
to relax and chill in, nice restaurants
and there are discos and parties in
the evening. We would love to
open a couple of these in the UK
and have them in five countries at
the moment.

We have also launched Jo & Joe,
a millennial-focused hybrid
brand that blends the best of
private-rental, hostel and hotel
formats and aim to open 50 of
these properties by 2020, with
target locations including Paris,
Bordeaux, Warsaw, Budapest,
Rio and São Paulo.
All the properties will be in
city-centre locations close to public
transport and less than 15 minutes
away from the major points of
interest. We describe them as a
vibrant living space, a home that is
open to the external world and
designed to meet the expectations
of millennials and all those who
value sharing, spontaneity and
experience. The traveller will know
what they are getting because it is
an Accor brand and again we can
bring our experience and knowhow to this market.’
AccorHotels is embracing the
disruption and evolving their own
expertise to become key players in
every part of the hotel market. Still
investing, innovating and growing.
AccorHotels is very positive about
the future of the hotel industry.

Adagio is another new brand of
ours. It is our aparthotels concept
and we bring the Accor experience
and service to this market. We have
three in the UK and over 100 in
major cities around the world.
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Restaurants:
Setting the scene

Figure 7: Dining frequency in a typical month (by country)
Q. In a typical month, how many times would you do the following for dinner?

8

Cook at home
UAE

5
5

11

Eat street food/pop-up food

5

Brazil

5
5
6
6

11

8

5
5
5

12

4

5
5
11
5
5
12

4

4

4
4
4

10

63%

Fast food chain

51%

High end independent

22%

4
4
4

11

34%

Pop-up/street food

15%

5

11%
6%
21%

4

4
10
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Chile

3

Hungary

Israel

3

France

3

Germany

3
3
4

12

UK

3

3
3

None of the above

12

Canada

3

3
3
10

On average globally, 13% of millennial income is spent in restaurants and bars. The highest spend is in
Singapore (18%) and Hong Kong (17%) and the lowest is in Hungary (10%).

3

3
3

Michelin star/upscale/premium restaurant

Delivering via app or website over last 12 months

Argentina

4

11

17%

Dined at over last 12 months
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Figure 6: Dining experience of millennials over the last 12 months
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The rise of services such as Deliveroo, Just Eat and Uber Eats seem to confirm the myth that millennials would
rather not cook for themselves. However, only 6% of our respondents had not dined out in the past 12
months, and most favoured the casual dining or fast food chains. Despite this, 17% claim to have eaten at
Michelin star/upscale/premium restaurants in the last year and 39% at a high-end independent restaurant.
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Contrary to some of the perceived media presentation of the millennial
generation, our survey provides good news to the restaurant community that
millennials are dining out more than they are ordering in. Despite this, given
the uncertain economic times, competition is fierce and many restaurants are
being forced into using technology to attract customers and deliver a better
customer experience. Whether it is making online reservations, settling the
bill, sending in an all important customer review, technology in the restaurant
industry is making things simpler and more transparent and those adopting
technology are seeing the advantages.
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Hawksmoor
An interesting question is whether AI
will get intelligent enough to add any
additional personalised services.

Will Beckett, Co-Founder,
Hawksmoor

As the proprietor of a network of large-scale steak restaurants and cocktail
bars, it is no mean feat for Will Beckett, Co-Founder of Hawksmoor, to be able
to say, ‘we might not be the real tech innovators but we are definitely up there
as early adopters.’
Beckett is being modest. In 2010,
Hawksmoor was the first UK
hospitality business to adopt kitchen
automation software into a fullservice restaurant, having adapted it
from the fast, casual dining sector.
Then, in 2017, Hawksmoor became
part of a country-wide test group for
a Facebook-based work intranet
Workplace.

to give our clients the ability to opt in
or out of the service.’

According to Beckett, Hawksmoor
tries to break down hospitality tech
into three main areas.

The options, he says, in terms of
implementing Uber-style payments
are either a restaurant-specific app or
to integrate with ubiquitous payment
systems like Apple Pay. The last tech
category, according to Beckett is
operational efficiency, and this
encapsulates any innovation that
helps to increase volume, reduce
manual tasks or tackle wastage.

The first area is used to enhance the
customer journey before they arrive
at the restaurant with digital tools
such as a first-class online reservation
system and CRM (customer
relationship marketing).
‘We use a third-party software
provider called Venga which
connects with other software we use
via an API. By capturing data in this
way, we can be more efficient and
improve the customer experience.
An interesting question is whether
AI will get intelligent enough to add
any additional personalised services.’
At this point, Beckett is at pains to
emphasise that the group
understands the level of responsibility
that comes with handling this volume
of personal data.
‘You have to be sensitive to a
potential technology backlash and
appreciate that people might not be
comfortable with this level of
interaction. At every stage, we want

Payments is the second area of tech
in Beckett’s list and it is one where
he admits that Hawksmoor is not
particularly advanced. He points to
‘dine and dash’ options like
Wagamama as the leaders in the
field.

‘The most exciting development in
this area is the eventual possibilities
brought about by the Internet of
Everything. Sensor networks would
be able to collate data from a vast
array of sources including fridges,
ovens and utilities.
If you connect this with our current
system, it will provide us with a much
better understanding of how we are
using our resources and identify
inefficiencies.’
At Hawksmoor, best-in-class systems
are already linked and can talk to
each other. Managers have access
to a reporting dashboard which is
supported by a traffic light system,
so that attention can be focused on
the most pressing issues.
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‘Our dashboard system helps us to
separate the most useful data from
the noise. Obviously, you have the
capability to go deeper, if needs be,
but there is a limit to how much you
can do at any one moment and a
system like this saves a lot of time.
Technology needs to be either very
easy or practically invisible.’
Beckett believes it is easy to quantify
the benefits of technology and gives
the example of kitchen automation
having delivered ‘a quieter, less
testosterone-fuelled environment
where the service numbers have shot
right up’ as a less metric-driven
benefit.’
He adds that: ‘the Workplace intranet
is seeing a high level of engagement
and is operating well as a social
network for the firm’s 750 staff.’
As a general approach to introducing
new technology, Beckett wants
Hawksmoor to have a paradigm that
looks at the efficiencies gained,
improvements to the customer
experience and any potentially
negative consequences in order to be
able to navigate a fast-changing
technological environment.
It is through this type of careful
planning and execution that
Hawksmoor has emerged as one of
the leading players in hospitality
technology.
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What drives restaurant choice?

The global millennials confirmed that they prefer humans (74%) to ‘Automated service robots’ (15%)
and apps on their phone (11%) for interaction at a restaurant.
One in five restauranteur respondents believe their customers would prefer to be greeted upon arrival,
seated at a table, and have their food and drinks brought to their table by automated service robots.
This increases to 35% when in a country that doesn’t speak the customer’s native language.

One of the great skills of any operator is to keep the doors open and the
chairs filled. Importantly, the survey confirms that value for money and
location remain the most important factors for millennials in choosing a
restaurant. On average globally, these factors account for over half of their
choices. Millennials also place significant value on originality, with 53% rating
‘a new experience’ as an important feature when choosing a place to eat.

On average, restauranteur respondents feel that any such automated service robots would not be ready
for interaction with customers for approximately three years. While millennials clearly want to retain the
human touch, their growing lists of preferences – including special dietary requirements or choosing their
table – mean that restauranteurs should look to technology to fulfil these needs quickly and seamlessly.

Perhaps surprisingly considering typical stereotypes about the millennial generation, interactive
technologies and automation of services play a remarkably small part in the decision-making process (only
7% of rationale when combined). Human interaction is still king.

Figure 9: Interacting in a restaurant – millennials and restauranteurs

Globally, the majority of millennials valued ‘hospitality and human touch’ higher than technology and
automation as a reason for choosing a restaurant, except in India, Brazil, Hong Kong, the UK, UAE
and USA.

F&B Industry: Q. Which ways do you think customers would prefer to be serviced at a restaurant for each of
the following situations?

Payment technology is another area where millennials have higher expectations with fast and casual
chains leading the way with payment cards and apps. Some brands such as Chipotle are involving their
customers in the creative experience, offering the chance to customise their meal or try new foods or
restaurant experiences.

Millennials: Q. How would you prefer to interact at a restaurant for each of the following situations?

74%
78%

Another very surprising result is the lack of interest in how ‘instagrammable’ a restaurant is. A mere 8% of
millennials thought it was an important factor when selecting a restaurant. Only 23% will always tag
a restaurant in a social media post. Once again Brazil, India and the UAE standout, where tagging
on social media is far more prevalent.

78%
87%

Q. How important would you rate the following criteria when choosing a restaurant?
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Figure 8:

6%
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52% of global respondents value unique food and 36% would pay more for outstanding service. Web
reviews are holding ever greater sway in booking preferences, so online booking is pushing up industry
standards. 25% of millennials consider paying more at a restaurant if the social media ratings are excellent.

5%

15%
14%

Other

With increasing numbers of restaurant groups becoming global chains, the different preferences of millennials
across the world is coming under scrutiny.
The tech savvy nature of the millennial group and their increased likelihood of joining loyalty schemes makes it
easier for restauranteurs to monitor preferences and tailor their offer on a country-by-country basis. Options for
mobile ordering, pickup and delivery resonates well with this generation of convenience-orientated people.
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D&D London
Des Gunewardena,
Chairman and CEO

According to Des Gunewardena, Chairman and CEO
of D&D London, technology is making its mark in
every aspect of the hospitality business. However it
can be broken down into two main areas, the
customer journey and back of house functionality.
‘Technology can give a boost to
every type of interaction, from
the way that we speak to our
customers at each stage of the
dining process through to how
the waiting staff communicates
with the kitchen staff.’
Gunewardena says that this should
start before the customer even
sets foot in a restaurant with
a carefully-designed online
reservation system that is userfriendly and communicates well
what the restaurant is all about.
He goes on to talk about the
benefits of a smart ordering system
and mechanism for capturing
customer data.
‘The best restaurants keep a record
of the preferences of their ‘regulars’.
Being able to automatically offer
their favourite table, wine or waiting
staff goes a long way when it comes
to loyalty and even more so if you
are able to demonstrate a
knowledge of where they like to
visit and how frequently.’
At D&D London, this personalised
service is reinforced by Club D&D,
an exclusive club for regular guests,
offering opportunities to meet
chefs and attend new openings
and parties.
Service within the restaurants is
also being given an efficiency boost
through new tech innovation with a

strong focus on ordering, kitchen
operations and payments.
However, Gunewardena believes
that technology will always be the
support act to great food, service
and atmosphere and should only be
introduced if it fulfils a genuine
customer requirement.
‘We are really receptive to new
ideas around payment technology’,
says Gunewardena. ‘However, as
we are not a casual dining offer,
there is less emphasis on speed and
we are not looking to introduce
automatic payment through cards.
We simply don’t believe that this is
a priority for our customers.’
Similarly, Gunewardena says that
D&D London has so far declined to
offer a home delivery service via the
likes of Deliveroo and Uber Eats,
claiming that there is simply not
enough of a demand.
Technologies that fall into the ‘back
of house’ category include health
and safety, financial management
and customer feedback. This
even extends to the kitchen with
Gunewardena mentioning the
use of robots in the kitchen.
‘This is becoming more
commonplace in Japan and places
such as Sushi Shack in the US. We
are watching this with interest as it
allows very precise, uniform food
preparation. It will also take the
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pressure off at a time when there
are issues around hiring staff due to
Brexit and other factors. In 10 to 15
years’ time, this technology will be
commonplace.’
Technology might be bringing
greater speed and variety to
customer engagement. However
Gunewardena believes that this
should not result in a ‘one size fits
all’ approach.

Technology will always be the support act
to great food, service and atmosphere and
should only be introduced if it fulfils a
genuine customer requirement.

‘We don’t have any analysis on this
but obviously younger people are
more likely to engage in digital
communication. They are talking
more on social media and will
check out what bloggers are
saying. We also know that
Instagram has a younger following
than Facebook and Snapchat’s
demographic is even younger.
This knowledge of our clientele’s
food, venue and communication
preferences feeds into our
engagement strategy, so that we
can make sure that we are talking
in the right way to each of our
different customer groups.’
With a global network of high end
restaurants in cities such as London,
Leeds, Manchester, New York, Paris
and Tokyo, this ability to adapt the
company’s approach to local
demographics and technological
preferences is important.
Gunewardena points out that D&D
London still focuses on human
interaction throughout the whole
customer journey. For example,
they continue to take a lot of
bookings over the phone as some
people feel more confident that the
reservation has been properly
placed on the system if they have
spoken to someone personally.
However, there is no doubt that
D&D London has recognised that
clever use of technology can
provide the perfect vehicle to
transform staff and customers into
fantastic ambassadors. Positive
social media and a happy and
efficient workforce are both great
assets for D&D London.
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The tech improvements
customers expect
The technological improvement most wanted by millennial respondents is
the option to order food and drink in advance of arrival (47%) followed by
paying the bill through an app (44%). This is already a reality at many
venues. At Radisson RED, guests have the option of ordering ‘grab-and-go’
food from on-site restaurant OUIBar + KTCHN using the RED app, then
taking it back to their room or offsite.
Responding to the anticipated desires of customers, 52% of restauranteurs have implemented
technology in their restaurants to allow food and drink ordering in advance of arrival and 39% to let
customers pay their bill online or through an app. 28% of restauranteurs intend to implement an
interactive e-menu that shows food selections in 3D and nearly a quarter (23%) expect to introduce the
option of dining with a virtual companion via an interactive screen, which fits with 20% of millennials
thinking this would improve their experience.
Surprisingly, some of the more ‘out there’ technologies do not seem to resonate with millennials. When
asked what types of technologies would improve their dining experience, globally only 16% thought
that 3D virtual entertainment would improve their dining experience. Interestingly, there is somewhat of
a disconnect between what restauranteurs think customers want and what their millennial customers
actually do value here – over the next 24 months, 76% said that technology would play a significant
role in the customer experience in five years’ time, while 28% of restaurants expect to implement 3D
virtual entertainment in their restaurants. Having said that, certain countries do demonstrate more
interest in the tech side of their dining experiences, including India, Singapore, UAE and Brazil.
Figure 10: Restaurant tech expectations and availability
Millennial: Q. Which types of technology do you think would improve your experience when dining in
a restaurant?
F&B industry: Q. Which types of technology have you already implemented in your restaurants?
Q. Which types of technology do you plan to implement in your restaurants in the next 24 months?
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Other
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Methodology

About CMS

About the research
During the first half of 2018, international law firm CMS, in conjunction with FTI Consulting created and
ran two polls and conducted five in-depth interviews with leading hotel and hospitality industry figures.
The business to business poll was responded to by 171 senior decision makers working in the hotel &
leisure industries. The business to consumer poll was responded to by 5275 millennials (aged 18-35) in 18
countries across the world.

CMS is a top six global law firm, with 70+ offices in 40+ countries. With over 2,500 lawyers in the UK and
a global team of over 4,500 lawyers, we have world-class bench-strength.

Survey responses were analysed and compared. Please note that the standard convention for rounding has
been applied and consequently some totals in graphs throughout the report may not add up to 100%.

CMS’s other thought leadership includes the reports below:

CMS advises businesses in all aspects of the hotels and leisure sector. We advise on more hotels and
leisure transactions than any other law firm and work with hoteliers, restaurateurs, investors and
developers.

Millennial respondents
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About FTI Consulting
FTI Consulting is an independent global business advisory firm dedicated to helping organisations manage
change, mitigate risk and resolve disputes.

Industry respondents
The 171 industry respondents were located in 10 countries worldwide and worked for businesses with
international operations.
All respondents were owners, operators, investors or managers of hotels and/or restaurants.
The geographic spread of their businesses are detailed below.
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